REAL WORLD
SPOTLIGHTS
Automated Vehicle Passenger
Service in Texas

Texas envisions a future where automated vehicles are
an integral part of the way people and goods move
throughout the state. Since 2017, Texas has deployed
six automated vehicle passenger service pilots and has
plans currently underway for three more. While much
uncertainty still remains, Texas is charting a best course
of action by sharing lessons learned and developing
best practices across a network of public, research, and
private stakeholders.
COLLABORATION
Bringing together public and private partners to
work together is a key element of successful AV
deployment.
PLANNING & DETAILED DESIGN
Thoughtful consideration must go into the process of
selecting an operational environment and designing
the vehicle route.
DEPLOY, OPERATE, & MAINTAIN
Deployment teams must plan comprehensively the
initial deployment of technology, continued operation,
and future maintenance needs.
DATA MANAGEMENT
A data sharing agreement and data storage plan
that protects privacy and considers any relevant
cybersecurity concerns must be developed.
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
Engaging of community members will help ensure
smooth integration of an AV deployment and help in
tailoring to the local environment.

How to use
this document:
The Spotlights are intended to be living
documents. The Texas Innovation Alliance
develops the Real-World Spotlights to
capture lessons learned and best practices,
creating a collective body of knowledge from
which public transportation stakeholders
may learn and contribute. This series focuses
on the automated vehicle passenger service
deployments in Arlington, Frisco, Bryan/
College Station, and Houston. Each spotlight
describes the pilot from concept through
deployment, including collaboration;
planning and detailed design; deployment,
operations, and maintenance; data
management; and community engagement.

For more information, please contact:
Yvette Flores
Yvette.E.Flores@txdot.gov

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

T

exas has a keen interest in the progress of autonomous vehicles (AVs). With the explosive rate of
population growth across the state, AVs have the potential to provide significant safety, mobility,
and economic benefits to Texas communities and businesses. To realize these opportunities, Texas
has demonstrated its commitment to deploying and testing self-driving technology by passing
Senate Bill 2205, which governs automated driving systems (ADS) technology; creating a Connected and
Autonomous Vehicle Task Force to further study self-driving vehicles; and helping cities, transit agencies,
and regions through the Texas Innovation Alliance be leaders in ADS deployments and transportation
innovation. While the entirely driverless car of the future has yet to arrive, AV technology is rapidly
becoming more sophisticated. This growth is attributable in part to the real-world experience gained
through pilot projects carried out in partnership between public agencies and private AV developers, many
of which have taken place in Texas.
The Real-World Spotlights are intended to move Texas forward by capturing individual experiences
and developing shared understanding. In particular, they identify assets such as Arlington’s turnkey
procurement, the first responder tabletop experience in Frisco, the Operational Plan for the Bryan/College
Station deployment, and Houston’s phased-approach to transition from campus to on-street. They also
describe the uncertainties – technology maturity, accessibility, public acceptance – still facing the field.
As Texas moves forward, it will be important to consider coordination strategies, common performance
metrics and data management practices, and cooperative investment models. With major Texas cities
having either completed or preparing to deploy, Texas is well-positioned to be an early and efficient
adopter of automated transportation solutions.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

TEXAS MOVES FORWARD
Texas has made significant strides in passenger service,
building a strong network of stakeholders and pioneering
new partnership models to test, deploy, and sustain
automated mobility solutions. An early win is the testing
performed in closed campus environments. To date, Texas
has deployed four low-speed automated vehicle shuttles
at Arlington’s Globe Life Park, Texas Southern University,
Downtown Bryan, and Texas A&M University Campus.
In addition, there are planned deployments for the
Brooks Development in San Antonio, Austin Bergstrom
International Airport, and Texas A&M University Corpus
Christi.
Texas has also taken steps to test on-demand passenger
service in mixed traffic. Deployments in Frisco and
Arlington have served as early guides for the planning,
operations, and community engagement practices that will
be needed to support the next generation of mobility. In
addition, Austin has recently announced a partnership with
Ford to test an autonomous taxi and deliver service in 2021
and will begin mapping downtown and East Austin in the
coming months. Together, these deployments represent a
collective body of lessons learned, best practices, and keys to
success upon which to build.

Autonomous
vehicles have
the potential
to greatly
reduce crashes
and improve
roadway safety
over time.

BENEFITS & BARRIERS
What are the benefits of automated vehicle technology?
Autonomous vehicles have the potential to greatly reduce crashes and improve roadway safety over time.
They also provide opportunities to reimagine personal and commercial mobility with quality of life and
economic benefits. For example, AV technology could enable greater mobility for those who rely on
transportation to access health care, such as the elderly and people with disabilities.

What are the most significant barriers to automated vehicle deployment?
•
•
•
•

The cost of high-definition route mapping. Without an industry standard, the cost to mapping new
routes or changing vendors was often prohibitive to some route modifications and/or expansions.
Different stakeholders do not always have the equivalent understanding of permitting and insurance requirements.
As AV technology is relatively new, partners may naturally be unaware of nuances in legal requirements.
No local funding models account for large-scale AV operations. When pilots meet internal goals, local agencies
wanting to expand operations are challenged with finding a funding structure for scaled deployment.
ADA Accessibility. The low-speed shuttles used in pilot programs usually had ramps for boarding but lacked
the guardrails or tie downs required for full ADA compliance. Other vehicles were not wheelchair accessible.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
What are the lessons learned?
•
•
•

Members of the public who ride AVs overwhelmingly like them. Over 90% of survey respondents
across pilots reported positive experiences with AVs and willingness to ride them again.
Engineers familiar with the AV navigation technology should be included in planning efforts.
Researchers and engineers can inform the project scope with insights into what AVs can and cannot
safely perform.
AVs operate well within simple environments, while more complex environments can pose challenging
for the technology. AV navigation systems required fixed objects along the route to orient the vehicle
in space; vendors sought to minimize left turns through intersections; and the public sometimes
intentionally interfered with the navigation of the vehicle

What are the keys to a successful automated vehicle deployment?
•
•
•
•

Choose performance measures – and what data collection they require – before the pilot begins. For
example, if an agency is interested in public perception of AVs, it is worth investing in collecting survey
data prior to deployment.
Communicate early and often with partners. Public agencies and private partners that communicate
in advance with first responders and daily during deployment are positioned for flexibility and capacity
building in AV management.
Allot more time for planning than initially estimated. Accounting for contingencies allows
agencies to handle issues in shipping, technology testing, or permitting while adhering to the planned
deployment schedule.
Engage community members to ensure ridership and service utility. Substantial outreach is
necessary to ensure that the service is useful to community members and that they are aware it is
available.

RECOMMENDATIONS & NEXT STEPS
AV technology presents many opportunities to transportation providers. Texas pilots have shed light on
the legal, technical, and social circumstances conducive to high-quality AV service. Significantly, civilian
participants universally reported high levels of satisfaction and positive impressions of AV technology. This
suggests that with robust engagement, public acceptance of AVs is achievable. This will be important as
Texas seeks to meet the transportation needs of a rapidly growing population. In a state as large and diverse
as Texas, there are many groups of people with different transportation needs. AVs can be another tool in
the toolbox that public agencies use to meet these needs.
However, scaled AV adoption faces challenges. Texas should consider leveraging private sector investment
with federal, state, and local resources to generate new long-term funding sources for scaled deployment
of AV services in the public sector. In addition, AV technology still requires significant driver engagement
in mixed-traffic environments. Dedicated rights of way would likely be needed for scaled deployment. This
may also help mitigate curbside congestion issues between shared-ride AVs, the gig economy within the
transportation sector, and freight. The roadblocks to widespread AV deployment affect multiple public and
private stakeholders; they will thus need to be addressed collectively for Texas to achieve its ideal outcomes
in accessibility, safety, and growth.

AV REGIONS
AUSTIN

FRISCO

Plans to operate service on Texas A&M
University - Corpus Christi campus with future
connections to downtown Corpus Christi.

First in Texas to deploy an on-demand
passenger service that operated in mixed
traffic, providing rides to those who lived
and worked at Hall Park near The Star.

ARLINGTON
First in Texas to deploy a low-speed
automated shuttle that operated on trails
near Globe Life Park and AT&T Stadium.
Also deployed an on-demand service that
operated on-street in the Entertainment
District.

SAN ANTONIO
Plans to launch service at the mixed-use Brooks
development, a City-designated Innovation
Zone, with potential to provide first-/last-mile
connections to the Brooks Transit Hub.

BRYAN / COLLEGE STATION

CORPUS CHRISTI

HOUSTON

Deployed two low-speed automated vehicle shuttle
services, one commercial shuttle that operates
around Texas A&M University campus near Kyle
Field and another research vehicle that operates in
Downtown Bryan.

Plans to operate service on Texas A&M
University - Corpus Christi campus with future
connections to downtown Corpus Christi.

Launched the first of three phases with a low-speed
automated shuttle that operates on Texas Southern
University’s Tiger Walk. Future plans include on-street
operations that connect to the University of Houston
and Houston METRO’s purple light rail line.

SAE LEVELS OF AUTOMATION
The definitions of vehicle automation levels set
forward by the Society of Automotive Engineers
(SAE) have been used in these documents.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Level 0: No Driving Automation
Level 1: Driver Assistance
Level 2: Partial Driving Automation
Level 3: Conditional Driving Automation
Level 4: High Driving Automation
Level 5: Full Driving Automation

MAP KEY
PLANNED
ACTIVE

A Partnership between Arlington, TX and EasyMile
OVERVIEW
The City of Arlington partnered with EasyMile to deploy Milo, an autonomous shuttle,
before and after major events at Globe Life Park and AT&T Stadium in Arlington’s
Entertainment District. Cowboys and Rangers games generate parking difficulties, with
some fans parking at faraway lots; Milo connected these riders from parking lots to event
venues in the area. The service operated solely on a 10-ft wide off-street trail with no
other vehicular traffic.
BIGGEST BARRIERS
• Deploying the EasyMile vehicles took a large amount of staff time, City resources, and
funding.
• As Arlington was the first municipal government in the U.S. to deploy AVs for use by
the general public, the City had to figure out every step of the process on its own,
from insurance coverage to operations to troubleshooting technology on the vehicles.
• EasyMile did not have a US office when the pilot launched, which complicated
accessing information and expertise.
• Preparing the deployment environment posed a significant challenge. The AV
operated in a park setting, with few fixed vertical objects for localization.
LESSONS LEARNED
• Piloting provided better understanding of AV limitations. The deployment
demonstrated to Arlington that the low-speed AV shuttle model’s use cases are
limited to closed environments such as universities.
• Deployment environment is crucial to smooth operation. AVs have a harder time
localizing while on roads without regular buildings on either side. Such roads need
localization modifications.
• AV riders overwhelmingly enjoyed their experience. 99% of riders surveyed felt safe
riding Milo and enjoyed their ride. 97% of riders surveyed supported AV technology
more broadly.
KEYS TO SUCCESS
• Thoroughly research and test the vehicles before deployment.
• Remain flexible and innovative to solve challenges that arise.
• Ensure sufficient access to resources and expertise before deployment.

COMMON CHALLENGES & SHARED SOLUTIONS

REAL-WORLD
SPOTLIGHT

Simplifying Special Event Parking with EasyMile

SUMMARY

Challenge Defined : Arlington was the largest U.S. city without a public
transit system. The City has launched 21st century transit solutions to meet
local transportation needs.

COLLABORATION
Public and Private Sector Partners – This pilot project utilized Level 4
automated vehicles (AVs) within an on-demand circulator route with
fixed stop locations.
• The City of Arlington – Public partner for AV pilot. Made
modifications and maintained the AV route, promoted project,
collected rider survey data.
• EasyMile – The selected vendor that provided and maintained AVs.
• Arlington Convention and Visitors’ Bureau – Promoted service.
• First Transit – Contractor for maintenance operations.

PLANNING &
DETAILED DESIGN
Deployment Environment – Milo operated before and after major
events at Globe Life Park and AT&T Stadium in Arlington’s Entertainment
District. The shuttle drove solely on a 10’ wide off-street trail that serves
pedestrians and bicyclists, but not vehicular traffic.
Route Selection – The vehicles were not able to operate in street
environments; thus, off-street routes were necessary. Within this
framework, three routes were chosen to connect geographically distant
parking lots to Globe Life Park, the Arlington Convention Center, and
AT&T Stadium.

Service Model – Fixed-route, idling in place until boarded.
Vehicle Specifications – EasyMile EZ-10 Gen 1 vehicles. Capacity is four
seated or six standing.
Accessibility – Vehicles were wheelchair capable but not fully ADA
compliant due to lack of wheelchair tie-downs.
Resource Considerations – The City poured concrete for the stations and
lowered a section of one trail to give the vehicles clearance under a
bridge, added vertical signs and concrete decals to inform pedestrians
and bicyclists of the vehicles, installed birdhouses on tall poles for
localization, installed rocks along the trail for safety, trimmed tree limbs
for clearance, and cut back vegetation for clear lines of sight for lasers.
Roadside brush needed to be trimmed continuously.

QUICK FACTS
TYPE OF PROJECT
Automated Vehicle (AV) Pilot
STATUS & TIMELINE
February 2017 – EasyMile Demo in
Arlington
March 2017 – Council approves contract
July 2017 – Contract executed
July-August 2017 – Vehicle testing and
training
August 2017 – Media launch event
August 2017 – Service begins
August 2018 – Service ends
FUNDING
A one-year lease for the two EasyMile
vehicles cost Arlington $265,213 from
the City’s general fund budget.
KEY PARTNERS
● City of Arlington
● Arlington Convention and Visitors
Bureau
● EasyMile
● First Transit

Number of AVs in the Circuit: 2
Hours of Operation: 2 hours at start and
end of events.
Length of Circuit: 0.5 AT&T Stadium
events, 0.75 mi for Globe Life Park
events.
Number of Trips: 113 events served in
one year
Number of Riders: 1,641
CURRENT RIDER SURVEY RESULTS
99% enjoyed riding Milo
99% felt safe
87% support self-driving vehicle
technology
Complaints included slow vehicle speed
(6 – 8 mph), insufficient air conditioning
POINT OF CONTACT
Ann Foss, Ph.D
Principal Planner – Office of Strategic
Initiatives
City of Arlington
ann.foss@arlingtontx.gov

COMMON CHALLENGES & SHARED SOLUTIONS

SUMMARY
DEPLOY, OPERATE, &
MAINTAIN
Safety Operator – The vehicle had a safety operator
onboard who could take control at any point.
Standard Operating Procedures – Milo operated two
hours around the start of an event and two hours around
the end of the event, as well as at pre-scheduled times
for public demos and group tours. Event attendees who
had parked in lots far from their destination would board
the vehicle at one of the trail station areas. The operator
would then initiate the vehicle, which would navigate
without operator input.

The service was open to the general public and free to
ride. Booking was not needed; riders could simply walk
up and get on board. For pre-scheduled public demos,
riders signed up for a time slot on the City website.
Pickup Points – The station areas were square concrete
pads adjacent to the existing trails. The City installed
concrete details at the stations with information about
the service and route.
Idling – The vehicles waited at the stations until
passengers arrived.
Storage – The vehicles had storage spaces in the Globe
Life Park and Arlington Convention Center.
Maintenance – One vehicle had a range of maintenance
issues, including a flat tire, faulty air conditioning system,
and electrical problems with the doors. Both vehicles
required new LIDAR systems and software upgrades
during the course of deployment.

Map of routes, operating environment

Curbspace Management – Not applicable, as the
vehicles operated on pedestrian trails.
Mapping – EasyMile used its vehicles’ LIDAR systems to
map the area. They assumed responsibility for mapping
with no demand on public agency partners.

Navigation – For large events with thousands of
pedestrians, the vehicles found it hard to proceed. With
many people all around, the vehicles could not “see” a
clear path. During normal conditions, the vehicles
interacted well with pedestrians and bicyclists by slowing
or stopping as they approached and then beginning
again once they had passed.

COMMON CHALLENGES & SHARED SOLUTIONS

SUMMARY
DATA
MANAGEMENT
Performance Measures – Safety operators recorded
information about weather conditions, number of riders,
emergency stops, and software malfunctions. The City
focused primarily on the number of riders and rider
experience data from the ridership surveys.

COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT
Stakeholders – Venue staff, local police and fire
departments, and special event attendees.

Cybersecurity & Privacy – EasyMile was responsible for
maintaining cybersecurity.

Engagement Strategies – The City engaged with
personnel at the event venues served by the vehicles,
Arlington’s Convention and Visitors Bureau to help
promote the service, and engaged with the general
public through marketing materials.

Data Collection – EasyMile provided quantitative data.
The City administered rider surveys via paper forms
available on the vehicles. The survey asked the following
questions using a Likert scale response (1-5 agreedisagree):

Main Messages – Key messages include the benefits of
dedicated right of ways to AV operations, the necessity
of high-elevation structures in the deployment
environment, and the navigational challenges of large
crowds for AV pilots serving special events.

•
•
•
•
•

First Responder Coordination – EasyMile briefed staff
from the police and fire departments on the vehicle’s
characteristics in case of emergency.

I enjoyed riding Milo.
I would ride Milo again.
My operator provided excellent customer service.
I felt safe riding Milo.
I support self-driving vehicle technology.

The survey also asked how the user heard about Milo,
their age, if they have limited mobility, and their zip
code, and provided space for open-ended responses.
Roughly 1,000 of 1,600 riders filled out surveys.
Reporting – EasyMile gave the City access to a
spreadsheet containing passenger counts, emergency
stops, equipment performance metrics, number of trips,
and operator identity.

COMMON CHALLENGES & SHARED SOLUTIONS

A Partnership between Arlington, TX and Drive.ai
OVERVIEW
The City of Arlington partnered with Drive.ai to offer one of the nation’s first self-driving
on-demand services open to the general public. In October 2018, Drive.ai vehicles began
operating near the Dallas Cowboys stadium, Texas Rangers stadium, Arlington
Convention Center, CenterPoint office complex, and surrounding areas as part of the
city’s latest transportation technology program. Through a free on-demand ride hailing
system, Arlington residents and visitors could connect to and from these destinations to
restaurants, special events, and public recreational spaces throughout the area.
BIGGEST BARRIERS
• Mapping routes is extremely time consuming for the Drive.ai engineers, which made
it costly to change routes, or add new ones.
• Identifying routes that could attract a significant amount of users on a regular basis
was challenging.
• The AV industry is changing rapidly, and these changes can cause disruptions. The
City had to end the pilot earlier than planned when Apple purchased Drive.ai and
ceased all of its operations.
LESSONS LEARNED
• Safe on-street AV deployment is possible. Cities interested in practical applications
of AV technology can safely pilot in certain mixed-traffic environments. This will
provide high-quality experience with and insight into the nuances of AV deployment.
• When piloting a new type of service, trip generators do not always behave as
predicted. Area businesses and hotels generated fewer trips than expected.
• Broad public support for AVs. Surveyed riders appreciated that the Drive.ai service
was always free to ride and enjoyed the on-demand service model.
KEYS TO SUCCESS
• Consider use case and deployment environment carefully before selecting and
mapping routes.
• Market service to ensure ridership and utility.
• Ensure sufficient access to resources and expertise before deployment.

COMMON CHALLENGES & SHARED SOLUTIONS

REAL-WORLD
SPOTLIGHT

Free Public AV service in Arlington

SUMMARY
Challenge Defined : Arlington was the largest U.S. city without a public
transit system. The City has launched 21st century solutions to meet local
transportation needs.

COLLABORATION
Public and Private Sector Partners – This pilot project utilized Level four
automated vehicles (AVs) within an on-demand circulator route with
fixed stop locations.
• The City of Arlington – Lead public partner in deployment. Replaced
traffic lights to make road environment easily navigable to AVs.
• Drive.ai – Selected vendor that provided three AVs. Performed
preliminary data collection and mapping, installed signs in operating
environment, and collected rider feedback.

PLANNING &
DETAILED DESIGN
Deployment Environment – The service area is between popular
Arlington destinations such as AT&T Stadium, Globe Life Park, and other
venues. This service provided an additional mobility option to an area
that frequently sees traffic congestion during large events.
Route Selection – Circular routes were selected to transport riders
through the Entertainment District, serving employees at a large office
complex during lunch hours and visitors at the Esports Stadium and
Convention Center, Texas Live restaurants, and Sheraton Hotel. Pick up
and drop off locations were carefully selected to avoid traffic conflicts.
The physical characteristics of the routes were well-suited for navigation,
but struggled with respect to ridership.
Service Model – On-demand fixed-route. Vehicle on standby until
summoned.
Vehicle Specifications – The AVs utilized off-the-lot Nissan NV200
vehicles outfitted with LIDAR, radar, video cameras, and remote teleoperations. The vans seated three maximum, two comfortably.
Accessibility – The vehicles were not wheelchair capable. The small size
of the Nissan vans relative to busses or shuttles – in addition to the
onboard hardware – constrained available space. Larger vehicles or vans
specifically outfitted for users with ambulatory disability are needed for
ADA compliance.

QUICK FACTS
TYPE OF PROJECT
Automated Vehicle (AV) Pilot
STATUS & TIMELINE
June 2018 – RFP released
July 2018 – RFP responses due
August 2018 – Contract approved
August-October 2018 – Vehicle set up,
route mapping, staff training, route prep
October 2018 – Service launches
May 2019 – Service ends
FUNDING
The City’s contract with Drive.ai was for
three vehicles for one year, not to
exceed a cost of $434,952.
KEY PARTNERS
● City of Arlington
● Drive.ai
Number of AVs in the Circuit: 3 while
the Frisco pilot ran concurrently, 7 once
that ended
Hours of Operation: Monday – Friday
from 11:00 AM to 4:00 PM
Length of Circuit: Between 0.75 miles
and 1.5 miles, one way, depending on
route
Number of Trips: 765
Number of Riders: 1,426
CURRENT RIDER SURVEY RESULTS
Riders overall were pleased with the
vehicles and service. They particularly
appreciated the on-demand capability
(the ability to call a ride using a kiosk or
smart phone app)
Complaints include the three-rider limit,
which was challenging for larger groups.
POINT OF CONTACT
Lyndsay Mitchell
Strategic Planning Manager
City of Arlington
Lyndsay.Mitchell@arlingtontx.gov

Resource Considerations – In addition to route mapping and data
collection, Drive.ai placed signage at the pickup locations and kiosks
inside several buildings where riders could hail a vehicle. The City needed
to replace one traffic light that was at an angle to allow the vehicles to
read its light better.

COMMON CHALLENGES & SHARED SOLUTIONS

SUMMARY
DEPLOY, OPERATE, &
MAINTAIN
Safety Operator – The vehicle had a safety operator
onboard who could take control at any point.
Standard Operating Procedures – The service was open
to the general public and free to ride. Riders used a kiosk
at pickup locations or a free smart phone app to select
where they would like to be picked up and where they
would like to be dropped off, and the nearest available
vehicle dynamically routed the way.
Pickup Points – Pickup locations were marked with
signage on the sidewalk.
Idling – The vehicles waited at the Arlington Convention
Center until hailed.
Storage – The vehicles were stored in a Drive.ai facility in
Plano.

Curbspace Management – The City selected most pickup
and drop off locations in areas that were not heavily
trafficked to minimize conflict over shared curbspace;
this likely contributed to the low incidents of curbspace
issues.
Mapping – Drive.ai did not require data from the City for
mapping. They mapped the route based on their own
data collection.
Navigation – Vehicles operated for several football
games with thousands of pedestrians, and the vehicles
had a hard time proceeding until the pedestrians cleared
the immediate area. The City converted a driveway at
the Convention Center from a two-way to a one-way in
order to decrease navigational ambiguity for all parties.

Maintenance – The City had no maintenance obligations.
Drive.ai handled all maintenance issues.

COMMON CHALLENGES & SHARED SOLUTIONS

SUMMARY
DATA
MANAGEMENT

COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT

Performance Measures – Drive.ai collected a large
amount of data regarding vehicle performance. The City
focused mostly on number of riders and rider
experience.

Stakeholders – Stakeholders include the City of
Arlington, Drive.ai, local restaurants and businesses,
event venues, event attendees, local police and fire
departments, and service area employees.

Cybersecurity & Privacy – Drive.ai handled security
measures independently.

Engagement Strategies – The City engaged directly with
personnel at venues served by the vehicles, local police
and fire departments, and engaged the general public
through City marketing materials via the City’s website
and social media platforms. Drive.ai used signage to
promote the service at pick up locations and collected
ridership feedback. In addition, Drive.ai attended various
community events throughout Arlington to raise
awareness of the pilot and share information about the
vehicles and technology.

Data Collection – Drive.ai collected ridership feedback.
Reporting – Drive.ai shared a spreadsheet once per
week containing the number of passengers, number of
trips, passengers per trip, average wait time, number of
ride requests, AV miles driven, cancellations, trip loss,
and overall utilization rate.

Main Messages – Key messages include the public’s high
enjoyment of AV rides and on-demand systems, the
importance of reliable trip generators in the route, and
the potentially disruptive externalities that rapid changes
in the AV market can have on active deployments.
First Responder Coordination – Drive.ai briefed staff
from the police and fire departments on the operations
of the vehicles in case of emergency.

COMMON CHALLENGES & SHARED SOLUTIONS

A Partnership with Navya

Content developed in partnership with Texas A&M Transportation Institute

OVERVIEW
Texas A&M Transportation Institute (TTI) and Texas A&M University Transportation
Services launched a demonstration of a Navya autonomous shuttle on the Texas A&M
University (TAMU) campus. The initial deployment was suspended to provide the private
partner time to secure the appropriate waivers from NHTSA. Following, Navya launched
an expanded deployment operating on campus streets surrounding Kyle Field. The
shuttle transports students, faculty, and others from the parking garage, dorms, and
campus buildings. The project also included the development of an Operational Plan,
stakeholder engagement with students and public safety officials, and passenger service.
BIGGEST BARRIERS
• Navigating the federal regulatory requirements.
• Dispelling myths and assessing the true capabilities of the technology.
• Public acceptance of automated vehicle technology.
LESSONS LEARNED
• Select routes in coordination with both parties’ engineering teams. AVs often have
difficulty navigating construction, left turns, pavement transitions, etc. Engineers
provide technical insights to enable decisionmakers to make realistic route selections.
• Public partners should help private partners navigate regulatory structures. Public
agencies and private companies should work together to develop an operational plan
that details roles and responsibilities, insurance requirements, and standard
operation procedures.
• In deploying a circulator, partners are building a transit system from the ground up.
Transit operations are inherently complex; automation and each environment
present a unique set of challenges to which partners must adapt.
KEYS TO SUCCESS
• Collaborate to understand the legal and technical complexity of each deployment.
• Thoroughly vet the effort of potential partners.
• Communicate frequently between partners throughout deployment.

COMMON CHALLENGES & SHARED SOLUTIONS

REAL-WORLD
SPOTLIGHT

Exploring AV Potential at Texas A&M

SUMMARY

Challenge Defined: The Texas A&M University campus is home to over
64,000 students, faculty, and staff. On a college game day, there can be over
110,000 people in attendance, presenting unique transportation challenges.
Texas A&M is seeking to increase public familiarity with new mobility options
that can improve mobility during special events.

COLLABORATION
Public and Private Sector Partners – This pilot project utilized a Level 4
automated vehicle (AV) in a fixed-route circulator route with stop
locations in front of the Corps of Cadets Quad and Southside Parking
Garage.
• Texas A&M Transportation Institute – Designed operational plan,
provided personnel to administer surveys, set up demonstration
environment.
• Texas A&M Transportation Services – Provided campus support,
safety training, and operations.
• Navya – Performing agency that provided AVs, mapped the AV route,
and handled setup and teardown at demonstrations.

PLANNING &
DETAILED DESIGN
Deployment Environment – The shuttle’s route traces a square area in
the eastern section of TAMU campus near Kyle Field along Lubbock,
Bizzell, Lewis, and Coke streets. The vehicle stops are in front of the
Corps of Cadets Quad and the Southside Parking Garage. The vehicle
operates in a closed-campus environment and supports transportation to
the parking garage, dorms, and campus buildings.
Route Selection – The route was selected based on its access to students
and other shuttle users, ease of navigation, and coordination among
public and private stakeholders. For redeployment, TAMU lowered speed
limits along the route from 30 mph to 25 mph based on safety guidance
it received from NHTSA.
Service Model – Fixed-route circulator.
Vehicle Specifications – The Navya Autonomous Shuttle was selected
and comfortably seated 11 passengers.
Accessibility – Vehicles are wheelchair capable but not ADA compliant
due to a lack of ramp guards or wheelchair tie downs.
Resource Considerations – TAMU personnel assisted in loading and
unloading, acted as spotters for traffic control (all modes), inspected the
vehicle route before each operation, retrieved all necessary equipment
from shuttle storage, erected and tore down the main stop facilities
including the tent, signs, and tables. In contrast to the first deployment,
TAMU personnel did not need to call TAMU UPD dispatch to inform them
of the start and end of autonomous operations. Mapping data collection
required large time commitments from Navya.

COMMON CHALLENGES & SHARED SOLUTIONS

QUICK FACTS
TYPE OF PROJECT
Automated Vehicle (AV) Pilot
STATUS & TIMELINE
Initial deployment lasted one day of
the planned two weeks, delayed from
Fall 2018 to Fall 2019.
Redeployment:
August 2018 – Shuttle arrives, testing
and mapping begin, safety driver
training begins
September 2019 – Pilot launches
November 2019 – Pilot concludes
FUNDING
President Young allocated $40,000
from the Campus Technology
Demonstration Initiative funds for
initial deployment: Navya covered
costs in excess during redeployment.
KEY PARTNERS
• Texas A&M Transportation
Institute
• Texas A&M Transportation Services
• Environmental Health and Safety
• University Police Department
Number of AVs in the Circuit: 1
Hours of Operation: 10am-4pm
Length of Circuit: 1 mile
Number of Trips: Individual trips not
counted
Number of Riders: Vehicle carried
over 100 riders in 2018 deployment
day.
CURRENT RIDER SURVEY RESULTS
95% approval ratings
POINT OF CONTACT
Robert E. Brydia
Senior Research Scientist
Texas A&M Transportation Institute,
979.317.2824
r-brydia@tti.tamu.edu

SUMMARY
DEPLOY, OPERATE, &
MAINTAIN

Safety Operator – The vehicle had a safety operator
onboard who could take control at any point.
Standard Operating Procedures – TTI and Texas A&M
Transportation Services worked with Navya to develop
an Operational Plan that documents the baseline
operating procedures. The document encompasses initial
delivery of the shuttle, daily operating procedures
including transport to and from the demonstration site
as well as ride and evaluation procedures, and the return
of the shuttle to Navya by placement aboard the return
transport. The document concludes with safety apparel
requirements and emergency procedures.
Pickup Points – Signage was installed at each of the
pickup points. There were no special curb cuts.
Idling – The vehicle circulated continuously similar to
traditional fixed-route transit.
Storage – The vehicles were stored in a covered and
secure setting with a specialized electrical outlet for
vehicle charging.

Demonstration Route

Transport – The vehicle is transported to and from
TAMU campus via contracted transport on a standard
53-foot tractor trailer.
Maintenance – Navya was responsible for vehicle
maintenance during the pilot.
Curbspace Management – Traditional busses stopping
on their routes frequently required the AV to be
manually navigated. For tailgating events, ‘no parking’
signs were put on the curb itself instead of in the bike
lane to open curbspace.
Mapping – Navya required their own vehicle to traverse
the route and did not rely on any other mapping
information. Navya could not share mapping data with
TTI/TAMU for proprietary reasons.
Navigation – The route was chosen to avoid
construction, left turns, bumps in the pavement, grades,
and cross-traffic areas.
Emergency Procedures – The Operational Plan described
emergency procedures in the case of an accident. The
procedures include stopping the vehicle immediately,
calling the proper emergency and law enforcement
agencies, and completing a Motor Vehicle Accident
Report and Accident Witness Forms.
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Operational Route

SUMMARY
DATA
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Performance Measures – TAMU/TTI examined survey
feedback to evaluate public receptivity to AVs.
Cybersecurity – Navya was responsible for the
cybersecurity of its vehicle.
Ridership Data Privacy – The survey did not include any
Personally Identifiable Information (PII).
Survey Collection – During the initial deployment, TAMU
personnel conducted intercept interviews at the main
pick-up and drop-off point. Up to 10 interviewers
conducted the interviews during the highest expected
density time period. TAMU secured Institutional Review
Board (IRB) in order to certify the personnel who
conducted the interviews. TTI was responsible for
downloading the survey results at the end of each
operational period and for placing signage highlighting
the survey. In the current redeployment, the shuttle
operator hands out business cards with PIN codes that
are used to fill out an online survey.
Data Collection – Navya collects technical performance
data, and TAMU collects data via elective online surveys.
Reporting – Navya shares data with TTI upon request,
with exceptions for proprietary reasons. NHTSA requires
TAMU to report the total monthly disengagements
(where the vehicle switches from AI to manual control).
Navya accordingly shares disengagement data with
TAMU, including the date, time, and weather conditions
during disengagement.

COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT

Stakeholders – Navya, TAMU personnel, TAMU students,
University Police Department, Environmental Health and
Safety, Texas A&M Transportation Institute, Risk
Management, and Texas A&M Transportation Services.
Engagement Strategies – Advertising, campus email,
news stories, press releases, social media posts, and a
branded selfie spot for Instagram and Facebook posts at
football games.
Mandatory Safety Meeting – Prior to the start of
mapping and testing procedures, all Navya personnel on
site were required to attend a demonstration safety
meeting.
Main Messages – Key points that are highlighted to
stakeholders include the importance of safety,
leadership through innovation, and opportunity to create
new mobility options.
First Responder Coordination – First responders were
not engaged prior to initial deployment, but a broad
range were engaged prior to the second. TTI relied upon
existing relationships between first responders and
TAMU’s Environmental Health and Safety department to
facilitate engagement. First responders were enthusiastic
to collaborate on AV safety and received compensation
for their time.
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A Partnership between Frisco, TX and Drive.ai
OVERVIEW
The Frisco Transportation Management Association (TMA) partnered with Drive.ai to
launch an on-demand automated vehicle service with fixed pickup locations in a mixeduse office park environment. Drive.ai vehicles provided 3,181 total trips and served 4,895
riders during the eight-month pilot. Anyone working or living within the deployment area
was eligible for service, and 94% of users said that they would use the service again.
Frisco looks to build upon this strong foundation for future AV deployments.
BIGGEST BARRIERS
• Funding beyond the pilot phase is hard to secure.
• Changing routes is costly and requires HD mapping of the environment which incurs
time and costs. Further, each AV company uses its own mapping standards such that
mapping data cannot be shared across companies to save time and resources.
• Collecting performance data while protecting confidential business information.
• Clogged curb spaces complicate operations. Curbside pickup areas (e.g. the fire lane)
are often occupied by freight delivery vehicles or on-demand food delivery vehicles.
LESSONS LEARNED
• Safe deployment is possible in a mixed-traffic environment. The City and Drive.ai
worked together to select a route for navigation that was safe alongside other drivers.
• Mapping costs can be prohibitive to expanding service. If the TMA were to continue
and expand service, mapping would comprise more than one third of the total cost.
• Unexpected route events can disrupt AV navigation. Situations such as police control
of signalized intersections and curbside blockages sometimes led to disengagements.
• Vehicles must accommodate riders traveling in groups. Users traveling in groups
larger than the vehicles’ three-rider capacity were unable to use the service without
separating.
• Vehicle accessibility is imperative. Vehicles will need to be accessible to users with
wheelchairs and ambulatory disabilities, or the service will be exclusive.
KEYS TO SUCCESS
• Partnership between provider and public agencies enables a close coordination.
• Community outreach is critical to public support and service utilization.
• Coordination with first responders is essential for risk mitigation.
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REAL-WORLD
SPOTLIGHT

AV Deployment in Frisco’s Office Parks

SUMMARY
Challenge Defined: Frisco was the fastest growing city in the United States in
2017. The Frisco Transportation Management Association (TMA) is exploring
the next generation of transportation solutions, including Automated Vehicle
(AV) deployment.

COLLABORATION
Public and Private Sector Partners – This pilot project utilized Level 4
automated vehicles within an on-demand circulator route with fixed stop
locations.
• Drive.ai – Provided AVs that utilize lidar, radar, video cameras, onboard units, remote tele-operations, on top of an off-the-lot Nissan
NV200.
• Frisco Transportation Management Association (TMA) – The TMA
was formed by the City of Frisco, Denton County Transportation
Authority (DCTA), Hall Park, The Star, and Frisco Station, unifying local
stakeholders interested in applying new transportation solutions.

PLANNING &
DETAILED DESIGN
Deployment Environment – The Frisco TMA area is a 60-acre rectangular
area in South Frisco bounded by Dallas Pwky to the East, Network Blvd to
the West, Internet Blvd to the South, and Gaylord Pkwy to the North. The
area follows office park urban form, with wide streets, large parking lots,
office buildings, and restaurants. Notably, it contains The Star in Frisco, a
mixed-use development home to the Dallas Cowboys practice facility.
Route Selection – Drive.ai took the lead in route selection with input
from the TMA. The City of Frisco conducted a risk assessment by
identifying safety hotspots within the TMA district. The route was initially
chosen based on high-density employment and surrounding lunch
destinations. As service started, surveys by Drive.ai revealed different
restaurant locations customers wanted to go. It was difficult to change
routes drastically due to high mapping costs. If desired trip destinations
would have been known prior to deployment, additional ridership could
have been captured. Several stop locations fell on private property,
requiring operators to secure permission from property owners.
Service Model – Fixed-route on-demand.
Vehicle Specifications – The Drive.ai vehicle carried three passengers in
addition to a safety operator who sat in the front.
Accessibility – The vehicles were not equipped for disability access. The
Frisco TMA is seeking future solutions for including disabled users and
partnering with the local university.
Resource Considerations – The capacity of the vehicles in the pilot (three
passengers) did not meet the needs of many users traveling in groups.
The TMA developed and funded traffic signs specifically for the Drive.ai
vehicles based on guidance from the FHWA Manual on Uniform Traffic
Control Devices (MUTCD) and stakeholder input.
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QUICK FACTS
TYPE OF PROJECT
Automated Vehicle (AV) Pilot

STATUS & TIMELINE
January 2018 – TMA forms, Drive.ai
visits Frisco
March 2018 – Drive.ai chooses Frisco for
deployment
April 2018 – Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) signed by DCTA
and Drive.ai
May 2018 – Media event
June 2018 – First responder
engagement, training
July 2018 – Town hall meetings, pilot
launches
March 2019 – Pilot ends
FUNDING
● Drive.ai and private partners
(primary funding)
● City of Frisco (staff support)
KEY PARTNERS
● Frisco Transportation Management
Association (Frisco TMA)
● Denton County Transportation
Authority
● Frisco Station
● Hall Park (Hall Group)
● The Star
● Drive.ai
Number of AVs in the Circuit: 4
Hours of Operation:
Daylight hours (11am-7pm)
Length of Circuit: 1-2 mi
Number of Trips: 3,181
Number of Riders: 4,895
CURRENT RIDER SURVEY RESULTS
98% felt safe during their ride.
96% were happy with the service.
95% said it was easy to book a ride on
the app.
94% would ride it again.
POINT OF CONTACT
Brian Moen, P.E.
Assistant Director of Transportation
City of Frisco
bmoen@friscotexas.gov

SUMMARY
DEPLOY, OPERATE, &
MAINTAIN
Safety Operator – The vehicle had a safety operator
onboard during all operations.
Standard Operating Procedures – The vehicle was open
to all users living or working in the service area.
Individuals interested in the service would download
Drive.ai’s ride-hailing smartphone app and enter their
email, which the Hall Group would verify with its list of
employees. Once verified, users could summon the
vehicle to one of several designated points for pick up.
Pickup Points – Users summoned the vehicle on-demand
to one of several pick-up points along a fixed route.
Idling – The vehicle waited in a parking lot in the Hall
Park development until it was called.
Maintenance – Drive.ai handled maintenance as part of
its turnkey service. Provisions were made in case of bad
weather (heavy thunderstorms, hail, etc.) and operations
would cease to protect the sensor equipment on the
vehicles.
Curbspace Management – Although retail developments
along in the service area have designated loading areas to
receive their goods, many of the trucks making deliveries
would simply stop in the fire lane in front of the building
to unload. TNC food delivery services like Uber Eats and
Door Dash would also stop in the fire lane. This presented
challenges for AV operation, resulting in the service hours
being pushed from 10:00 AM to 11:00 AM to avoid truck
deliveries. Future deployments will need to account for
these curb space issues if they intend to provide service
during these times.

Storage – Drive.ai had a facility in Plano to store the
vehicles overnight. During the daytime operation, they
were parked in one of the Hall Park parking lots until
someone hailed a ride.
Transport – A Drive.ai operator would take manual
control of the vehicle and drove it to and from the Plano
storage facility.
Mapping – Drive.ai’s mapping process was largely
proprietary, but included producing HD maps and then
coding the stationary objects into them. A standard for
mapping data that AV vendors would uniformly agree to
use would reduce deployment costs considerably by
allowing public agencies to own mapping data that they
could share with vendors, thus precluding the need for
vendors to undertake detailed route mapping. In
additions, shared maps would allow routes to be
changed more easily once deployment has begun.
Navigation – The vehicle navigated among pedestrians
and bicyclists without incident, though the curbspace
blockages caused disruptions. Route planners deemed
left turns at signalized intersections potentially
problematic. Planners considered options such as
changing a signal to protected only or using
preemption/transit priority, but the final routes used for
the deployment enabled the AV to travel straight as it
passed through signalized intersections.
Emergency Procedures – The City of Frisco developed a
Standard Operation Procedure document for emergency
situations based on questions and feedback from local
first responders.
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DATA
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COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT

Performance Measures – The City of Frisco measured
the number of riders and number of trips to determine
cost per trip and assess overall service quality.

Stakeholders – Included the Frisco Police Department,
Frisco Fire Department, service area residents, and local
businesses.

Drive.ai recorded trip length, the number of app
downloads, and measured time for a rider to wait once a
ride was requested, having chosen four minutes as the
maximum acceptable response time. They additionally
recorded the number of miles between disengagements,
though they did not share that data, only verifying that
the rate in Frisco was the same or better than the
recorded rate in California.

Engagement Strategies – The City of Frisco held two
town hall meetings, secured space for a Drive.ai booth
and vehicle at Frisco Freedom Fest, released numerous
short videos through the public information office, and
provided public Drive.ai vehicle rides at Community Day
events. During deployment, Drive.ai worked with the
local retail to provide rides and incentivize riders through
lunch discounts. The TMA worked with Drive.ai to
develop a communications plan that was used to engage
with the media on a regular basis, in addition to
establishing a communication plan during possible crisis
situations.

Cybersecurity – Drive.ai was responsible for the
cybersecurity of its vehicle.
Ridership Data Privacy – Drive.ai was responsible for its
riders’ data privacy. Users received the privacy terms
when they created a user account in the app.
Survey Collection – Frisco contracted the Texas
Transportation Institute (TTI) to collect survey data.
Drive.ai collected survey data before deployment while
TTI collected data after its conclusion. Drive.ai’s data
were not shared out of privacy and proprietary concerns.
TTI reached out to survey residents via the Drive.ai app,
the City of Frisco’s newsletter, and the Nextdoor app in
attempts to assess user travel habits and perception of
AVs. In addition, TTI held a focus group of people who
had used Drive.ai service (automated or not).
Data Collection – Drive.ai collected performance data
from the vehicle, survey data via their smartphone app,
and TTI collected survey data after the program was
completed.

Mandatory Safety Meeting – The City of Frisco and
Drive.ai met to discuss possible emergency scenarios.
Main Messages – Key points that are highlighted to
stakeholders include the importance of community
engagement, the need for safety throughout the
deployment environments, and the importance of
public-private collaboration for best outcomes.
First Responder Coordination – Frisco and first
responders regularly have tabletop discussions about
safety issues, which provided a blueprint for Drive.ai and
first responders to have their own tabletop discussion.
Drive.ai crafted Standard Operating Procedures,
informed by the results of this meeting, for first
responders to use in dealing with the vehicle in
emergency situations. In addition, first responders
visited with the vehicle for real-life impressions.

Reporting – As Drive.ai was providing AV service at no
cost to Frisco, and there was no formal data sharing
agreement between the two parties, Drive.ai retained
full ownership of the vehicle data, sharing at its
discretion.
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A Partnership in Houston, TX
OVERVIEW
The University District AV Transit Circulator (UDAVTC) Project is testing automated
vehicle potential to meet mobility needs in dense campus areas, connections to other
modes, and services to disabled and elderly populations. In Phase 1 of this project one
continuously circulating EasyMile shuttle is deployed along the Tiger Walk, Texas
Southern University’s (TSU) main pedestrian thoroughfare. There are two expansion
phases planned, with the end goal of building a transit network connecting TSU with the
University of Houston and nearby Houston METRO stops.
BIGGEST BARRIERS
• It is challenging to choose an appropriate operating environment and scope that can
still provide useful operational information to sponsoring agencies.
• During the project planning phase, the AV industry was going through a period of pilot
fatigue. METRO undertook robust vendor engagement to ensure a competitive
response to its bid for AV services.
• There are currently no public agency funding models that integrate sustainable AV
purchases and operations.
• During the permit approval process with NHTSA, the government shutdown halted
permit approvals. When the shutdown ended, permit approvals continued to be put
on hold, resulting in further delays.
LESSONS LEARNED
• Communication with partners early and often is vital. In addition, establishing
common data sharing formats among the different partners will streamline sharing
and analysis.
• AV market fluctuations impact project cost. AVs have increased in price since their
market debut.
• Not all rights of way are created equal. Dedicated right of ways reduce the complexity
that is created in mixed traffic environments.
KEYS TO SUCCESS
• Allow more time for implementation than initially estimated in order to account for
contingencies due to potential complications with AV procurement, delivery, and
operational approval.
• Have a clear long-term plan to launch, expand, and sustain operations.
• Transit agencies should initiate dialogue with their workforce and union early.
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REAL-WORLD
SPOTLIGHT

University District AV Transit Circulator Project

SUMMARY
Challenge Defined: The population of METRO’s service area is expected to
increase by two million by 2040. The rapid growth is expected to exacerbate
issues of equity and access the current population is already experiencing.
Team Houston is being proactive in piloting the technology to gain
understanding of its potential to meet future accessibility needs.

COLLABORATION
Public and Private Sector Partners – Team Houston partnered with First
Transit and EasyMile to deploy a Level 4 automated vehicle in a closedcampus circulator route. The project is in the first of three phases.
• Houston METRO – Developed pickup points with traditional bus route
and safety signage, painted the roadway with AV alignment, and
added reflector lights along the route.
• Houston Galveston Area Council (HGAC) – Funded TSU to conduct
research leading up to Phase 1 as well as a formal study of the service.
• Texas Southern University – Assisted in route selection, provided use
of its campus for vehicle operations and storage, installed safety
signage, and striped lanes as necessary.
• EasyMile – Supplied an EZ10 Generation 2 vehicle.
• First Transit – Provided onboard customer service agents for the AV,
system and project management, and maintenance operations.

PLANNING &
DETAILED DESIGN
Deployment Environment – The shuttle takes a linear route along TSU’s
main pedestrian thoroughfare, the “Tiger Walk.” This area is closed to
automobiles aside from service vehicles, but has significant pedestrian
and bicyclist presence. TSU painted the AV alignment to indicate the
stops and route, and additionally installed reflector lights, safety signage,
and bus stop signs along the route.
Route Selection – Team Houston, Texas Southern University, and the
City of Houston collaborated to select the route. They chose the TSU area
for the university environment, proximity to the University of Houston,
and proximity to Cuney Homes, a senior low-income development. The
resident populations have significant transportation needs that AVs have
the potential to address.
Service Model – Fixed-route circulator.
Vehicle Specifications – The deployment uses a Level 4 Automated
EasyMile EZ10 Gen-2 Vehicle. The vehicle seats six with standing room
for an additional six, for a total capacity of twelve passengers.
Accessibility – Vehicles are wheelchair capable but not ADA complaint
due to lack of wheelchair restraining system. The AV community is
beginning to release vehicles with full wheelchair accessibility.
Resource Considerations – Expenses include testing ($7,500), training for
necessary personnel ($7,500), data gathering for the monthly ridership
report ($3,706), and the AV lease ($34,962). As operations expand to
include more vehicles, personnel, and riders, this cost will only rise.
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QUICK FACTS
TYPE OF PROJECT
Automated Vehicle (AV) Pilot
STATUS & TIMELINE
June 2019 – December 2019
Phase I: Pilot Program on TSU
March 2020 – May 2021
Phase 2: Integration into Houston
METRO's light rail system
August 2020 – August 2021
Phase 3: Implementation of a largescale multi-campus transit system
2021 and Beyond
Phase 4: Strategic connections with
high capacity public transit stations
FUNDING
The budget for Phase 1 operations
and vehicle acquisition was $336,000.
An additional $45,000 was used for
project support.
KEY PARTNERS
• Houston METRO
• TSU-CTTR
• HGAC (Houston-Galveston Area
Council)
Number of AVs in the Circuit: 1
Hours of Operation: M-F, 8:00 AM –
12:00 PM, 2:00 PM - 8:00 PM
Length of route: 1 mile
POINT OF CONTACT
Kimberley J. Williams
Chief Innovation Officer
Houston Metro
713.739.4992
Kimberly.williams@ridemetro.org

SUMMARY
DEPLOY, OPERATE, &
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Safety Operator – The vehicle has a driver onboard
during all operations, who can take control at any point.

Maintenance – First Transit was responsible for vehicle
maintenance, often delegating to EasyMile.

Standard Operating Procedures – The vehicle is open to
all persons, and is not restricted to university-affiliated
personnel. No one under 18 is allowed on the vehicle
without an accompanying adult. As the deployment is
part of a research project, users must sign a consent and
release form before riding, which can be done in person
or online. They can then board and disembark at any of
three stops on the Tiger Walk.

Curbspace Management
environment.

Pickup Points – Pickup points are called out with
traditional bus route signs.
Idling – The vehicle circulates continuously similar to
traditional fixed-route transit.
Storage – The vehicle is stored in an existing garage
location on the TSU campus. For charging, the vehicle
needs a NEMA 14050R with a 200-240VAC dedicated 2040A circuit breaker or a Type 1 Charging Station 32A
Female plug. EasyMile provided the necessary adapters
to meet these charging requirements.
Transport – The vehicle is operated manually when
transferring from the storage to the test route.

–

N/A

for

deployment

Mapping – EasyMile performed the mapping in addition
to requiring a physical walk-through and supplementing
with cell phone camera footage.
Navigation – The vehicle operates on a pre-programmed
route while operating sensors and intelligent systems to
respond to pedestrians. The EZ10 uses fixed elements in
the environment, 10 ft above the ground to help with
localization (poles, walls, buildings, bridges, tree trunks,
etc.). Vegetation that interferes with navigation must be
continuously cut back.
Emergency Procedures – The operator has access to four
emergency stop buttons. The EZ10 vehicle has
emergency door release buttons inside and outside that
can operate when the vehicle has lost power. It is also
equipped with a hammer and, on the side opposite of
the door, emergency exit windows (clearly labelled) with
breakable glass, in order to ensure passengers can exit if
the vehicle is on its side.
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DATA
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Performance Measures – Stakeholders were interested
in number of riders, rider satisfaction, likelihood that
rider will use the service again, and the total number of
disengagements.
Cybersecurity – Cybersecurity insurance was added to
the AV contract.
Ridership Data Privacy – TSU researchers were
responsible for data collected in surveys and anonymized
the information before sharing aggregate results.
Survey Collection – TSU researchers would reach out to
certain passengers using the contact information they
had provided while registering for vehicle access.
Data Collection – The data being compiled was
developed in conjunction with Houston METRO and the
regional metropolitan planning organization (HGAC). The
data collection was performed by the Center for
Transportation Research and Training housed at TSU.
The data is designed to determine the feasibility to
integrating AV shuttles in METRO operations for first and
last mile or other uses as determined by the pilot.
Reporting – EasyMile shares data to First Transit, TSU,
and METRO. METRO connects with EasyMile in a
biweekly conference call. To facilitate the sharing of data
and analysis, common data definitions and performance
metrics among partners are recommended.

COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT
Stakeholders – Stakeholders include Team Houston,
news media outlets, the disability community, the
METRO employee union, the Smart City/innovation
community, the general public, and potential future
collaborators such as the Texas Medical Center and other
nearby colleges.
Engagement Strategies – Team Houston was formed to
engage with regional mobility stakeholders before
deployment, and continues to engage during
deployment. In addition, the pilot includes public tours
each Friday for the duration of Phase 1.
Mandatory Safety Meeting – Personnel from all
stakeholder groups discussed action plans to address
safety prior to deployment.
Main Messages – Key messages include the value of a
long-range plan, deliberate pilot siting to serve highneed populations, and methodical approaches to
evaluating new technology’s potential to meet agency
goals.

First Responder Coordination – Standard operating
procedures with the first responder community are
under development. METRO Police and TSU Campus
police were engaged throughout the deployment
process.
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